
Help identifying pwm controller &amp;ldquo;67A&amp;rdquo;

Asked by Pentium100 on 2014-01-09T17:06:04-05:00
I am repairing a battery charger that uses two power supplies. TH20594 (couldn't find any info on
that either) controls the primary PSU, while the mysterious chip controls the bootstrap/standby
supply (aux winding on the smaller transformer provides power to the TH20594). It does not work,
but I cannot find any information about the chip.
 
   The chip is a really small 6 pin SMD package (TSSOP-6?) and is marked as "67A".
 
  
http://radiokot.ru/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1051644&sid=36a2b98c51d1cf9c8ae6f3b1a051afb5#p105
1644 is part of the schematic of a power supply (cannot guarantee the accuracy though).
 
   Anyone knows what chip it is and where to find a datasheet for it (as well as the TH20594)?
 
   67A:
  
 
   TH20594:
  
 
   EDIT: It is definitely "67A".
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Answered by Jason Morgan on 2014-01-21T16:02:11-05:00
For the TH20594: I can find references (in russian),
http://therepair.ru/topic/2887-zariadnoe-metabo-asc-30/ that states the TH20594MC1.4 is a PWM
controller, which makes sense in this context.
 
   I can't read russian (I used google translate) but it seems to indicate that there are similar
replacement parts with different numbers, perhaps clones by different manufacturers, e.g. TI
UC3845. Tracing out some of the components and comparing with a typical PWM control IC might
give evidence to this possibility.
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Help identifying pwm controller &amp;ldquo;67A&amp;rdquo;

 
   You can find sources for the TH20594MC1.4 in lots of places in China, but I could not find any
datasheet (and it would be probably in Chinese anyway, perhaps why a doc search fails)
 
   For the '67A': The closest I can find that matches is a 67(space)A, where A is the date code. This
is an ON semi quad TVS diode, NUP4302MR6. Which given the product I doubt is correct, but
perhaps I bit of probing with a DVM might yield more info to verify (negatively or positively) this.
 
   I would better guess that given product and the sorts of components around it, it's an opamp or
comparator. 
 
   Sorry for the incomplete answer, it's not possible to put a so much text in a comment. Can give
more info, e.g. Trace out the circuit and measure resistance between pins (in both directions).
 

All Answers

Answered by Manu3l0us on 2014-01-10T02:00:03-05:00
The G7A is probably a SOT23-6 (or SC70-6) package. Could be a dual FET, opamp/comparator,
current sense amp, logic gate or an ADC/DAC. Haven't found it in the
http://de.scribd.com/doc/77462737/Turuta-Codes-Active-SMD-Semiconductor-Components-Marking
-Codes-2010, although this seems like a good resource for such tasks.
 
   According to some eBay sellers the TH20594MC1.4 is a Melexis chip. But it's not listed in their
page.
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